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Wireless network is connected number of devices virtually with each other’s. 

In thispaper server will monitoring all users that all are connected in that geographical 
area. In this paper three novel communication models is implemented. First, Message 
Communication Model, Query Communication Model and third one is Hybrid 
Communication Model.  

In Message Communication Model, server is simply broadcast messages to all 
users which are connected within that network. In Query Communication Model, If 
any user want to know about previous update related to the applications and also it 
show the message that has been send by server to the particular user. In Hybrid 
Communication Model, it is combination of both message communication model and 
query communication model. it show the message as well as query. The query is 
raised by users and responds to that query by the server and also it display of location 
of that users. As per the location of user will send messages by the server to that users 
and receiving query simultaneously. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks turn out to be more and more beneficial in acute 
applications, such as battlefield surveillance, smart offices, battlefield surveillance, 
and industrial process monitoring with the purpose of achieving high quality and 
communication capability, a sensor network can be connected of hundreds or 
thousands of sensor nodes, which are habitually and erratically arranged inside the 
interested area. As there are individual nodes, there will be chances of losing 
connectivity of individual nodes, because WSN is usually exposed to atrocious and 
dynamic environments. Traditional centralized algorithms need inclusive knowledge 
of the whole network for operation, and if there are any problems in transmission or 
reception of packets to a particular destination, chances of packet lost will occur and it 
will lead to a failure in protocol. Through various observations it is stated that hybrid 
approach are more scalable and robust than traditional addressing schemes. The 
lifetime of WSN is limited because each sensor node is tightly power-constrained and 
low capabilities to intend. Hence there is a need to develop energy efficient protocols 
for enhance life time of a network.  

Efficient arrangement of all users or node within geographical area is 
beneficial in reducing energy consumption. Hence we can say Hybrid approach is an 
important technique to govern energy and topology as well as mobility and scalability 
of WSNs. Considering various addressing scheme are designed. These location based 
addressing scheme are smooth the load balancing and upturn the network lifetime. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most existing Spread factor based addressing tree protocol[3],this protocol 
improved addressing and routing strategy over two existing protocol like TR and 
ETR.TR protocol uses the structure node address assignment scheme also assuming 
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the neighbouring tables stored at each sensor node to and the shortest path. CAPWAP 
protocol is used for Wi-Fi connectivity which is refers access point for internet 
connecting networks. CAPWAP protocol is based on lightweight access point 
protocol. It used generic encapsulation. The specification of CAPWAP protocol is 
bindind. it uses user datagram protocol (UDP) because UDP is wireless protocol. The 
network refers ooding path search message and save bandwidth and ETR (Enhance 
tree routing) is used address assignment scheme while finding shortest path. Tree-
routing (TR) is a fundamental protocol most suited for a tree-like sensor network. 
Here, a sensor node deployed as leaf node senses the environmental phenomenon and 
forwards it to the sink node positioned as the root node by following a fixed 
parentchild path. This strategy prevents the network from fooding path search 
messages and saves bandwidth.  

The enhanced tree-routing (ETR) protocolis an improvement to the TR 
protocol that uses a structured node address assignment scheme and considers 
neighbouring tables stored at each sensor node to send the shortest path to the sink. 
This requires minimum computation energy, storage and provides energy-efficient 
routing. In this paper the authors have proposed a spreading factor based addressing 
(SFBA-tree) approach based on a non- blocking orthogonal vector spreading factor 
addressing technique, for the TR protocol and usage of movable sinks to eliminate 
excessive multi-hopping caused by the ETR protocol while discovering the 
geographical area .In [1],TR stands for tree routing protocol. It is like tree with sensor 
network. The environmental phenomenon since by the leaf node of sensor network 
and then transmit to the root node like parent and child node. Because of this 
strategies are stop to save bandwidth. For removing this drawback or to improving to 
tree routing protocol then its introduce Enhanced Tree Routing protocol. The structure 
addressing scheme is introduce by ETR protocol for eliminate drawback of TR 
protocol. As wel as ETR protocol is _nd out shortest path to root. It necessary less 
capacity, routing and storage. In[1], non-blocking orthogonal vector spreading factor 
addressing technique is present by S. Saxena. This technique proposed for the TR 
protocol and also discovingshortest path for sink to eliminating maximum 
multihoping because of the ETR protocol. 

SFBA-tree implementation to the Zig Bee networks for storage space and 
computation by the authors. In [2], the authors have been propagates IPV6 addressing 
strategy for Internet Of Things. Internet of Things is machine to machine 
connectivity.IOT provide advanced connectivity in between di_erent devices or the 
system. Devices are nodes, gateway and various access networks in Internet Of 
Things. Various number things (devices) are connect to the Internet necessary for 
IPV6 addressing. In this paper, they trace different node and networks topologies, 
limited, renumbering and multihoping are present IPv6 address allocation. IPV6 
architecture has two scope for uncasing addressing. UNICAST ADDRESSING 
1) LINK LOCAL 
2) GLOBAL 

In [3], All most all monitoring system or application use the path connected 
cluster topology(pcc) for the wireless sensor network. Sensorssre divided into clusters 
and then they are monitored. The cluster may separed by physically. Sensors path is 
used to make connection between them. This type of network is called as PCC-
wireless sensor networks. This type of network is used for real time application such 
as the connection between bridge and island and then connection between buildings 
and streets etc. In this paper they use address assignment scheme. The main task is 
addressing and routing. From Source to destination sending and receiving packets 
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path is the routing. In [4], this paper Context-aware Clustering with Hierarchical 
Addressing (CCHA) scheme is used. CCHA scheme is reduce energy expenditure 
,reduce end to end delay, also reduce failure probability and increase throughtputs. 

 
Figure 3.1: Multiple Clustering 

 It help for the connectivity between number of clusters. All heads are following the 
same type of data within clusters. In this paper, three type of data divided into clusters 
are people, information and devices. For sending data or information from source to 
destination it reduce utilization of resources. 
 
II IMPLEMENTATION OF MESSAGE COMMUNICATION MODEL 

 

In Message Communication Model, message is sends to all users. The 
message it may be a persistence message. The persistence message is allows to 
captured real life events but in location based addressing scheme it should be a mixed 
message. That message will broadcast amongst several users. Message 
Communication Model is used for broadcasting message to all users with are 
connected in particular geographical area. The time also measured as per broadcasting 
messages and no of users. 
 
III IMPLEMENTATION OF QUERY COMMUNICATION MODEL 

 

 Mainly the query communication model is work on only queries not messages. 
The user creates one or many query and all these are query send it to server. As per all 
queries server will respond to users. Here relationship may a many-to-one or vice-
varsa. In query communication model, one to one relationship, one to many or many 
to many relationship is done. Allqueriesare raised by the users and send it to server. It 
gives respond to that query by the query communication model. 
 
IV IMPLEMENTATION OF HYBRID COMMUNICATION MODEL 

 

 Hybrid Approach is the combination both message and query communication 
model. Hybrid approach is a mathematical process that looks for simple, easy-to-
implement solutions to complex, multi-step problems by deciding which next step 
will provide the most obvious benefit. Greedy algorithms are often used in ad-hoc 
network to efficiently route packets with the number of hops. 
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    Fig3.2: Output of hybrid Strategy 
 

IV Architecture 

 
Fig3.3: System Architecture 

Firstly users entered in particular geographical area. Then Message 
communication model sends messages to all users. If any users have any query related 
that scenario then query sends to the query communication model. As per that query 
server will respond to that users. Hybrid communication model is combination both 
communication model. This server is display some information regarding to users for 
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example, User xyz is on first oor of D-Mart .He or she generate query like V need to 
know about any discount on electronic departments that query raised by xyz user. 
He/she will creates no of query total no of query will display by hybrid  model. Also 
maintain records of that uses like purchase history of that user. 
V.CONTRIBUTION 

� In the Location based addressing scheme, Hybrid communication model using 
purchase history of user i.e. enhancement in message communication model 
and query communication model and comparing load of message and response 
time as well as query response time. 

� In the existing system, it provides services as per the query which is generated 
by the particular user. 

� In proposed, It will send messages based on previous purchase history of user. 
In that need not generate again and again query. 

 
Fig 3.4:User Search History 
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Fig 3.5: User Search History 

 

 

 
 

 

V.RESULTS 

No of 
message 

Messegage 
Strategy 

Query 
Strategy 

Hybrid 
Strategy 

10 32.53 21.54 15.49 
20 65.06 43.08 30.98 
30 97.59 64.62 46.47 
40 130.12 86.16 65.96 
50 162.65 107.7 82.45 
60 195.18 147.24 98.94 
70 227.71 171.78 115.43 
80 260.24 196.32 131.92 
90 292.77 220.86 166.41 

100 325.3 245.4 184.9 
110 357.83 269.94 203.39 
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120 390.36 330.48 221.88 
130 448.89 358.02 240.37 
140 483.42 385.56 258.86 
150 517.95 413.1 299.85 
160 584.48 440.64 319.84 
170 621.01 468.18 339.83 
180 657.54 495.72 359.82 
190 694.07 561.26 379.81 
200 730.6 590.8 399.8 

Table1: Result Set 

 

 
Fig: Output of Addressing Strategy 

VI.CONCLUSION 

In this Location Based Addressing Scheme, to save energy during low traffic 
hours has been proposed. In this paper, all message strategy, query centric and hybrid 
strategy are compared. When MQM is working at the same time QCM and HCM is 
not used and when QCM is working that time MCM and HCM is not used that 
disadvantages of MCM and QCM but when hybrid is working that time MCM and 
QCM is used in proper way that advantage of Hybrid communication model. 

The result of hybrid strategy is best because it provide efficiency and reliable 
as compared to message strategy and query centric strategy, Hybrid Communication 
Model is combination both MCM and QCM also display data of both model hence 
hybrid is best as compared to message and query model. 
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